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SEC E

The Protect-son of Troops  Agai: 	 Wespons of Mass Destructice

ty

Major-General of Technical Troops, A. Izayuk

Nuclear and chemical weapons inflict casualties on personnel
and damage on combat equiprent and armament over arees covering tens
and hundreds of square kilometers. A surface burst of a warhead
having a yield of 30 thousand tons, given a wind with an average speed
of 50 km an hour, can contaminate en area of 900 or more square kilometers
with a radiation level of over 5 roentgens per hour, and 250 to 300
square kilometers with a radiation level of 100 roentgens per hour
and more.

Considering such an enormous casualty effect of the weapons of
nes._ destruction, it is now essential to train troops to disperse
rapidly, to maneuver, to use skilfully the protective characteristics
of the terrain, and to cross rapidly large areas contaminated by
radioactive and toxic substances.

Maneuver and dispersion are the integral conditions in the
conbat activities of large unite and units. It is impossible to
preserve the combet effectiveness of troops without them. Maneuver
and dispersion must be carried out no matter hov distant the troops
are from the enemy. Nevertheless, maneuver and dispersal must not
have an adverse effect on the carrying out of the mein task by the
troops.

In selecting the areas for the disposition and concentration of
troops, it is essential to take into consideretion the features of
the terrain that give protection from the destructive factors of
atomic and chemical weapons. Ravines, hills, ditches, caves, quarries,
underground excavations, vegetation cover (woods, bushes), and
meteorological conditions all chaage the radius and areas of
destruction by the shock wave, limit the spread of light radiation,
reduce penetrating radiation, affect the spread and the volume of
the radioactive fall-out, and also reduce the effectiveness of chemical
weapons and bacteriological agents.
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Tt effncn. of all the destructive factors of a nuclear burst on
perecneen is :snnan'uabln reduced wnee they are disperned in ravines;
on reverse Eiopt' s of heignts, and in ditches. The effective casualty
raniun of tlee f.n,nck WEI“': Is reduced byepproximately tWo tines under
these conintie:n. Thick nncds rednce the effective casualty radius
free lignt raniation, on the average, by 5 to 6 tines, and that of
penetrating rednation by 15 to 20 percent. By an accurate
consideration of ell the positive features of broken terrain and
meteorological cooditions and by their skilful-use, destruction in n
personnel end combat equipment is reduced, on the average, by about

Unfortunately, not enough attention is paid to the accurate
consideration of the protective features of the terrain. The
evaluation end reconnaissance of terrain from this viewpoint is
seldom done, end the necessary neasures to strengthen the existing
natural cover and to improve its protective features are not undertaken.

In March 1960 in an army exercise in the Transcaucasus Nilltary
District !ZnikV0), the fornard command point of the 7th Army and later
its command point were located on absolutely open terrain despite
the existeece in the exercise area of broken terrain and other
favorable connntions. Neglecting the protective features of the 	 •
terrain, the ernn coneend point was bunched so close tether (on an
area cf less thsn . or square kilometer) that for its destructioe
severel high exinneive bombs, not to sientionnuclear warheads, would
be sufficient.

Dispersal and meneuver, the advisable fornetion of conbat and
march forretices, the skilful use of the protective features of the
terrain, in onr ypinion, are the basic neasures for protecting troops
from the weapons of zees destruction.

In this connection, the question arises of what significance
will the preparation of the terrain in an engineer respect have.
Certainly, the significance of engineer preparation of terrain leader
modern conditions has increased even more. Ivan the simplest types
of engineer construction reduce by several times the destructive factors
of nuclear and chemical weapons. Trenches and communication trenches,
for exemple,protect troop personnel from the shock wave of a nuclear
'warhead burst having a yield of 15 to 20 thousand tons at a distance
of up to 1 km from the center of the burst, and from a warhead having
a yield of 100 thousand tons at a distance of up to 1.8 kn.
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Tne recliatice doses frac a surface burst for personnel seated in
trenct . _ an com-uniec.tion trenches li m deep are reduced 3 to 5 times

wen lying dowe ue to 30 times),,arei the radiation level is
re:l eced 15 to 23 times. Trenches and slit trenches covered over even
teenier glee complete peotectiom from light radiation and from droplet-
liceid toxic substances (otravlyayushcheye veshchesteo--OV), and
reduce the dose of penetrating radiation 50 times, while dugout shelters
vita a top cover of 100 on reduce penetratins radiation 200 to 400 times.

The moat reliable shelters are the various types with thick tor
cover. Depending on their types and function such shelters give
complete protection from penetrating radiation, and at a distance of
1400 m from the center of a nuclear burst give protection from the
shock wave.

The creation of engineer structures, hovever, and also the
preparation of the terrain with the modern state of means of
mechanization will require a lengthy period of time -nd a great
expenditure of forces and means. The command 'poet (0), communication
centers, and medical points alone of a division will require more than
50. shelters, well equipped in an antiatomic and antichemical respect.
The combat equipment, the vehicles, and the needs of the rear services
of 8 division and regiments will require the Alsoping of about 2,0G0
trenches, dugouts (uglUbleniye) and pits for various purposes.

It is quite Obvious that such a large number of structures can
cele be created when troops rennin in place for a lengthy period.
Under conditions of get mobility, high naneuverability, and fluidity
cf coebat operations, this is impossible with the modem means of
mecanleationt or engineer works and the insufficiency of light and
perteble structures for the construction of engineer structures.
Often it will not even be necessgry. Therefore, the protectiv•e-
featuxes of the terrain must be utilized to the full.

CT no less inpeetance in the protection of troops from the
weapons of mass destructioe is the elimination of the consequences
of an atomic and chemical attack be the enemy. Unfortunately,
experience of exercises shows that such basic measures as the
restoration of combat effectiveness of the troops, rescue and
nedlca1-evacuation vork, medical processing of personnel,
decontamination of canlet equipment and weapons, and doeimetric
checks are not only not worked out in ptAtice but frequently are
not even solved orgenizatiomelly.
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In on' of the tactical exercises, the commander of the 210th
Nbtorized Rifle Regiment of the 118th Motorized Rifle Division located
directly in the area of a "nuclear burst" with high levels of
radiation, took mcre than two hours to make an evaluation cf the
situation created as a result of the "nuclear burst". The evaluation
of the radiation situation was made slowly. Control and communications
with subunits were lost and no practical steps to reestablish then
were taken. Emergency rescue work WES not organized, and the medical
proessinc of personnel was carried out after lengthy delay. The
regimental medical post (polkovoy meditainskly punkt) was not prepared
for this work and the division medical battalion (mediko-sanitarnyy
batalon divizii), having arrived after a lo”g delay, was not able to
render any actual aesietance to the personnel who had become casualties.

' The subunit commanders of this regiment who were in the zone of
destruction did not even try to take any measures to eliminate the
consequences of the 'nuclear burst". The individual antichemical
protection equipment was not fully utilized by the personnel.

The Commander and the chief of staff of the division, knowing
the sitv:9.tion in which the 210th Motorized Rifle Regiment found itself,
did not exercise any decisive influence on the organization and
rendering of assistance to the affected subunits of the regiment. The
supply of materiel (clothing, medicines, foodstuffs, and means of
communications) was not organized.

The commanders of large units, units, and subunits which find
themselves in an aree of nucltver burst (in the zone of fallout from

radioactive cloud, in an area contaminated by toxic substances)
must quick l y evaluate the situation and make a decision as regard-_
protection of their troops. First of all, communications with the
subord';;Iate auburite must be established to find out what their
situation is and what their needs are, report the situation to the
senior commander (chief) and inform the neighboring units about this,
appoint new commenders in place of those who have become casualties,
and 'without waiting for assistance from above, start eliminating the
consequences of the employment of the nuclear (chemical) weapon with
their own forces and means.

In the first place, measures for the rescue of personnel are
carried out, extracting them from the debris and rubble of engineer
structures and the rendering of immediate medical aid on the spot.

SET
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First aid to the victims is rendered in the form of self-aid and
mutual aid, and also by the nedical personnel allocated for rescue verk.
Casualties are immediately evacuated to collecting and triage points.

For the evacuation of personnel, medical units and subunits should
be used first of all. If this should prove to be insufficient, thea
other units and subunits may be utilized. The collecting and triage
points should be located cuteide the area of radioactive contaalnatioe,
near sources of water, and in places having good approaches for vehicles
and people on foot. All personnel must be informed of tLe location
of these points.

In the case of as destruction of personnel, army and front
independent medical battalions are sent to the area of the atomic
burst. They are given a pert of the more complicated work of rescue
and treatment of personnel. Unit/ g er subunits of chemical protection
are also sent to the aree of the atomic burst to establish special
processing points (punkt spetsialnoy Obrabotki--PuS0).

0mb...et equipment and weapons are salvaged from ruins, restored,
and evacuated by the coast effective personnel of the units and
subunits after the radiation situation has been clarified and the
radiation levels de not exceed the permissible irradiation daises.
Te assist the troops in the evacuaeion of equipment and weapons from
the areas of atomic burets, it is aivisable to allot subunits from
other unite, end prinarily from repaie units.

ee	 CoMbat equipment, weapons, and ot'eee materiel which were in the
zone of totel destruction and are be r-Aly damaged are left on the spot
and evacuated (if this is found necessary) on special directions by
army and front forces and means.

Clearance and restoration of routes, for maneuver, and bringing
up of seppliea and evacuation are carried out by the units and
subunits of all arms of troops with their own forces and seams. The
meet difficult tasks--the making of passages through the Obstructions
and the repair of roads, bridges, and other tasks--are carried out by
engineer unite and subunits reinforced. with the necessary means of
mechanization.



Extinguishin fires in the areas of atomic bursts should be
undertaken only in exceptional cases where these areas are of tactical
or operational importance, and then only when the high level of
rediation in theEe areas has fallen. Smell fires occurring at a
consreble distance from the ground zero of the atomic bursts ehould
be localized by the personnel of the subunits in the area or by
specially detailed subunits from units located near the area of the
fire.

In order not to expose troops, combat equipment, and armament to
the danger of radioactive contamination and to maintain their cachet
effectiveness, the radiation situation in in area of radioactive
contamination must be constantly known. TO accelerate the
clarification of the radiation situation and the taking of a decision,
a simple method of calculation with tables (rasehetno-graficheskly
spoeob) can be recommended to coamenders and staffs.

The route of movement of a motorized rifle regiment crosses the
axis of the ple'..n of a radioactively contaminated cloud at a distance
of 12 km from the center of a 40 thousand ton nuclear burst. The
length of the route along the path ln ai 18.5 km. The speed of the
average wind is 30 km an hour. The level of radiation on the axis
of the path, 5 hour3 after the burst, equals PmaX • 75 roentgens
per hour. The speed of movement of the column while on the path of
the cloud equals 25 kph. The movement is carried out on motor vehicles.

Under these conditions, we find that the dose of irradiation received
by the personnel is:

4	 Pnex xin • 75 x 18.5	 7 roentgens per hour
4 x 25 x 2

and if the move is carriedatinarroored personnel carriers-:

75 x 18.5 = 3.5 roentgens per hour.
4 x 25 x 4

A motorized rifle battalion moving in motor vehicles at 12 kph
must cross the path of a cloud from a surface atomic burst having a
yield of 30 thousand tons at a distance of 16 km from the center of
the burst. The speed of the average wind is 25 kph.

-7-
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Extinguishing fires in the areas of atomic bursts should be
undertaken only in exceptional cases where these areas ere of tactical
or operation.al importance, and then only when the high level of
radiation jr these areas has fallen. Small fires occurring at a
consiclereble distance from the ground zero of the atomic bursts ehould
be localized by the personnel of the subunits in the area or by
specieli4 detailed subunits from units located near the area of the
fire.

In order not to expose troops, combat equipment, and armament to
the danger of radioactive contamination and to maintain their cachet
effectiveness, the radiation situation in an area of radioactive
contavinetion ;rust be constantly known. To accelerate the
clarification of the radiation situation and the taking of a decision,
a simple method of calculation with tables (rasehetno-graficheskly
aposob) can be recommended to commanders and staffs.

The route of novememt of a motorized rifle regiment crosses the
axis of the pe'..n of a radioactively contaninated cloud at a distance
of 12 kn from the center of a 4o thousand tom nuclear burst. The
length of the route along the path 1, ad 18.5 km. The speed of the
average wind is 30 km an hour. The level of radiation on the axis
of the path, 5 hours after the burst, equals Pmfix • 75 roentgens
per hour. The speed of movement of the column while on the path of
the cloud equals 25 kph. The movement is carried out on motor vehicles.

Under these conditions, we find that the dose of irradiation received
by the personnel is:

Pmax xin • 75 x 18.5	 7 roentgens per hour
4 x 25 x 2

and if the move is carriedattnarmored personnel carriers,..

• 75 x 18.5 = 3.5 roentgens per hour.
4 x 25 x 4

A motorized rifle battalion moving in motor vehicles at 12 kph
must cross the path of a cloud from a aurface atomic burst having a
yield of 30 thousand tons at a distance of 16 kin from the center of
the burst. The speed of the average wind is 25 kph.
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First of ell, the level of radiation under the given conditions
is calculated, and the3 the dose of irradiation.

22212i*.:	 • 36 roentgens per hour
lx

t 1.5	 1.5 ....15_vg-	 6r
t	 2 x 12

Good aids in carrying out most diverse calculations are The
Short Reference Book of Cccribat Characteristics of Atomic Weapons and
Antiatomic Protectics) the textbook At1c Weapons and Cerations
Troops Under Conditions of its Eqloyeent, Tnbles for Evalmatir&
Radioactive Ccatemination of Terrain during Employnent of Atomic Bursts,
and deeimetric rule e DL-1 and 101e2.

In elladeating the consequences of the employmeut of weep=
of nass dtstruction the moist aggressive and orgenizing role must belong
to the senior commanders and staffs. They must immediately send their
representatives into or toward the areas of nuclear bursts for direct
supervision of the vork. kledical, chemical and engineer units and
subunits euet be sent to the areas of nuclear bursts, and, if necessary,
subueits and units of other area of troops. The composition of the
units and subunits so detailed will be determined by the specific
situation of each ease and by the proposed scope of work—

At present, attempts are being made vie:tin the troops to create
temporary supernumerary teams for the elimination of the coesequences
of a nuclear attack. In our opinion, ipprovised rescue groups and
teams do not fulfil their purpoae either organizationally or in fact.
By their compceition and techeical equipment they are net able to
carry out the 1i-bele ranee of special tasks--evacuation of personnel
casualties, clearance of obstructions and of lines of supply,
reestablishneet of communications and control, fire fighting, medical
processing of personnel, decontazinatioo and degassing of combat
equipnent and materiel, etc.

Furthermore, these groups and teams may themselves be put out of
action by nuclear bursts even before they are used. The very
creation of such tease will to some extent weaken for a )mg tiee the
unit or ribrumit providing the personnel and the equipment.
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Owing to the cat situatioa preemilirg, temporarily created
teaes may be at such a distance from their troops that It will be
dlfftcult and also soactires impossible for ther to reach the required
are to carry out the tasks of eliminating the consequences of an
atomis attack.

We consider that the most effective aid to the troops in eliminating
the consequences of a nucleer attack can and must be rendered by thoee
units and subunits which 117e in the vicinity of the area of the burst
but outside the sphere of its effects.

Theulimination of the consequences of the employment of weepects
of mass destruction consists first of all in rendering immediate aid
to the casualties from toxic substances; in the medical Observation
of affected personnel; in discovering which units and subunits have
been exposed to the effects of bacterial agents; in carrying cut
dosimetric check.; and in organising auo carrying out medical processing
of persoentl; the degassing and decontamination of combat equireent,
armament, clothing, equipment, and terrain, an also of purifying
water and neutralizing foodstuffs from toxic and radioactive substances
and bacterial agents.
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